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User Guide for Generation Mapping Tool 

 

 
 
Specific generation map data in examples in this document is fictional.   

1. What is the generation mapping tool? 
 
This is a stand-alone program that can create church generation maps.  It records the status of healthy 
church characteristics and other data for each church in the map.  It is intended to be run on a Windows, 
Mac or Linux computer.  It is not available for a tablet, iPhone or Android device at this time.  The data 
you save will be stored in a text file where you choose.  Be sure to treat data that this program saves 
securely. 

2. How to install the generation mapping tool 
 
Unzip the latest gen-mapping-app zip file.  You can do this by double clicking on the zipped file and then 
clicking on extract files.  Note: in early versions the zipped file might be named gen-mapping-0-2-0 or 
gen-mapping-app-1-0 with the version number at the end. 
 
This will create a folder named gen-mapping-app, which you can change if you want.  Within that folder 
is the gen-mapping folder where the files you will need to run the program are located. 
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3. Running the generation mapping tool 
 
When using Windows or Mac, double click the ChurchDiagramApp file in the gen-mapping folder.  Some 
Mac users might need to download and install JDK.  If you need this, you will be prompted to install it.  If 
you are using Linux, use the following shell commands to start the program: 

$ cd Desktop/gen-mapping-app-2-1    # or directory where files were extracted 

$ cd gen-mapping 

$ java –jar ChurchDiagramApp.jar 

 
 
The set language window will be displayed at start up.  You can choose the language for text in the 
menus, labels and buttons.  You can also choose the font that is used for text.  Changing the font might 
be necessary for languages other than English if the default font does not support a non-English 
language. 

 
 
 
If this is the first time you have run the program, a window labeled User Settings will pop up.  You can 
enter your default settings. 
 

 
 
The most important pieces of information are these: 

 Default PEID: set the default PEID to be the PEID for most of the churches you will create.   

 Prefix for new church id: put letters to help make your church id’s unique in case your map is 
shared or imported with other maps.  An example would be “CYT” for Central Ying Team.  If one 
teammate decides to enter data for streams and another teammate enters data for other 
unrelated streams, be sure each person chooses unique prefixes.  For example, one could use 
“CYTA”, and the other could use “CYTB”. 

 Icon set: choose the group of icons that will be displayed in circles.  The characteristics remain 
the same; this gives options for the icons used to display those characteristics.  An example of 
one characteristic that can vary is “giving” because the symbol for money can be different for 
various countries. 
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When you have entered your default settings, click Save Data to save the settings.  Your user 

configuration is saved in a file named userconfig.txt within the gen-mapping folder.  Now, you should 

see a blank map with buttons at the bottom.  

 

4. Using buttons to create and update maps 
 
“Select” in the rest of this document means to click on a church circle making it outlined in red.   
 
Start New Church Stream 
This button allows you to create first generation churches in a generation map.  After clicking this button, 
a window labeled Update Church Data will pop up. 
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You are not required to enter data in all fields, but if you leave some empty, default values will be used. 
 
Most of the fields are self-explanatory, but here are notes about a few fields: 

 Is this a church?:  Check this box if this is a church.  Leaving it unchecked means it is a group.  
Circles will be drawn with a solid line, and groups will be drawn with a dashed line. 

 Still existing?: Uncheck this box if the church no longer exists.  Its circle then will be filled in with 
gray with the words “no longer exists” written on the circle.  This will preserve a circle in the 
map for historical purposes.   

 Date church was started:  Use the format YYYY/MM, for example 2012/08 for August 2012. 

 PEID Primary:  All information for this circle will be associated with this PEID even if people from 
other PEIDs are in this group.  For example, the “number of people” will all be considered to 
belong to this PEID even if more than one PEID is represented in the church. 

 PEID Secondary:  This is not required, but it is a way to record that another PEID is in this group.  
Numbers for reports will not be associated with this secondary PEID. 

 Healthy church characteristics: True or False checkboxes:  Checking these boxes will display an 
icon inside the circle showing that this church characteristic is present.  The goal is for the local 
church to be leading in this characteristic for themselves.   An example would be to check the 
Lord’s supper box only if the local church leads in the practice of the Lord’s supper and does not 
have someone from outside the church come to administer the Lord’s supper for them. 

 
After you have entered data for this church or group, click Save Data.  This will assign a church id to the 
newly created church by taking the prefix for each church id from user settings and appending a minus 
followed by a number, for example CYTA-12.  The parent id of this new stream will be the number 0. 
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Start New Child Church 
Select the circle that should be parent of a new church.  The circle you select will be outlined in red.  
Then, click this Start New Child Church button.  A window labeled Update Church Data will pop up; this 
is the same window used to enter church data for first generation churches.  Enter information in the 
fields and save it.  A church id will automatically be generated, and the parent church id for this new 
church will be set to the church id of the circle that was selected. 
 
Update Church Data 
Select the circle that should be updated.  The circle will be outlined in red.  Then, click this Update 
Church Data button.  (You can also double click the circle.)  The window labeled Update Church Data will 
pop up.  Update the information and save it.  The current date and time will be saved in the When this 
church data was last updated field. 
 
Add Parent Church 
When you create a map, in most cases you will start with the first generation and progressively add 
subsequent generations.  However, if you are working on data for an existing stream, you might discover 
information for the church that planted what you have been calling a first generation church.  You can 
use this button to add this newly discovered church as the parent; it will become the new first 
generation church.   
 
You might also find out that you have skipped a church generation and now want to go back and add in 
that church.  Select a circle where the missing church should be inserted and then use the Add Parent 
Church button.  The new church will go between this church and its currently listed parent: the new 
church will be the parent of the circle you selected, and it will be the child of the selected church’s 
parent.  See Diagram 1 below. 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Select church C 
and Add Parent 

Church. 
After adding 

church B as the 
parent of church 

C, this map 
becomes 

 
 
 
 

Diagram 1 

 

 
 
Find Church 
If the map becomes large and you want to find and update a church, you can use the Find Church button.  
Find the church you want in the dropdown box and use the Select Church button.  This will select that 
church, outlining it in red as if you had selected the circle by clicking on it.  
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Delete Church 

Select the circle that should be deleted.  The circle will be outlined in red.  Then, click this Delete Church 
button.  It will ask if you really want to delete the church.  If you do delete this church, any children it 
had will become the children of this church’s parent: the parent of this church will become the parent of 
the current grandchildren. 
 
Why would you delete a church?  If a church no longer exists, it would be better to update the church 
and uncheck the still existing? checkbox.  This gives a more accurate picture for historical purposes.  One 
reason for actually deleting the church is that you just made a mistake and created a church under the 
wrong parent, so deleting it would remove the mistake.  Another reason is that you find out what you 
have been calling a church is really a cult, so you are removing what is not a real church. 
 
Exit 
Use this button or Taskbar / File / Exit to close the program rather than clicking in the upper right corner 
of the window.  This will save a file named temp-default.co9 in the gen-mapping folder.  It will contain 
the map data you have been working on.  This is a good habit as it serves as a safeguard in case you 
accidently forget to save your work.  If you forgot to save the file with Taskbar / File / Save before exiting 
but did use the Exit button, you can rename temp-default.co9 to some other name, and then import it 
when you run the program the next time. 
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5. Using the taskbar 
 

File menu 
 

           
 
 
Import 
This opens (or imports) a .co9 file. 
 
Save 
This saves the map you are working on into a file.  You will select the folder where the file should be 
saved and give it a file name.  It will append .co9 at the end of the file name.  Do not manually edit 
the .co9 file that is saved.  If you need to make any changes, use the program to change your map and 
then Taskbar / Save to create the .co9. 
 
Export all churches 
This will create a file named allChurches.csv having one line for each church.  You will select the folder 
into which allChurches.csv is saved.  A good convention is to select the reports folder in the gen-mapping 
folder.   The allChurches.csv file is tab delimited; it is not comma delimited. If it does not display 
correctly when opened with Excel, then open it in Notepad, copy all the data, and paste into Excel. 
 
Export CPPI 
This will create a file named CPPI.csv having a summary line for each PEID in the map.  You will select the 
folder into which CPPI.csv is saved.  A good convention is to select the reports folder in the gen-mapping 
folder.   The CPPI.csv file is tab delimited and not comma delimited. If it does not display correctly when 
opened with Excel, then open it in Notepad, copy all the data, and paste into Excel. 
 
At this time the CPPI.csv file will not be used by the system named CPPI.  It will show how your data 
would look in CPPI and serves as a first step in the event CPPI would be able to import this data. 
 
Create image file of map 
This will create an image file of the current map.  You will select the folder into which the 
mapscreenshot image file is saved.  At this time the program does not support printing a whole map; 
however, you could use an image processing program to print this image file. 
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Print worksheet 
This will open a window with information about this church, which can be sent to a printer.  This might 
serve as a useful worksheet when meeting with a partner.  You can write on the worksheet and then go 
back and enter changes using this program.  The worksheet lists both the characteristics that are inside 
and outside the circle.  You can make notes of what plan you and your partner have to move the missing 
characteristics inside the circle. 
 

 
 
Exit 
This functions the same as using the Exit button. 
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View menu 
 

            
 
Colorize by year 
By default circle interiors are either white or black depending on how you set the color scheme.  Use 
Colorize by year / Change if you want the circle filled in with a color based on the year the church was 
started.  Use Colorize by year / Display color legend to see the color settings for each year. 
 
Color scheme 
Normally circles, icons and lines are black and the map background is white.  Use Color scheme to 
change between black drawn on a white background and white drawn on a black background. 
 
Display icons legend 
This will bring up a window that shows each of the healthy church characteristic icons, their meaning 
and approximate relative position within the circle.  These icons correspond to the True of False section 
of the Update Church Data window. 
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Display settings 
This window controls what is displayed within the map. 

 

 
 
You can control 1) what is displayed as the label for each circle, 2) what text is displayed, and 3) what 
icons are displayed. 
 
You can control what is displayed inside each circle.  Remember that icons show healthy characteristics 
of the church.  You can customize the display of the circle using these options: 

 display only present icons inside each circle 

 display present icons inside each circle and missing icons outside each circle 

 display only missing icons outside each circle 

 display no icons but rather display text. 
 
Note: One way to do analysis is only to display characteristics that you are interested in exploring.  For 
example, you want to see the status of baptism in the map.  Change display settings to show just the 
baptism icon inside each circle by unchecking all other true or false boxes in the “Icons to display in 
circles” section and make sure “What to display in circles” is set to “icons just inside circles.”  The map 
will show the status of the practice of baptism in all churches.  It might be that one stream or 
descendants do not practice baptism and lead to the question “why?”  That might be a good study for 
those churches to make sure they are passing on that teaching. 
 
Line shape 
Use this to select either squared lines or diagonal lines.  Squared lines are the default. Although both 
line shapes connect the bottom, center of the parent circle to the top, center of each child, the diagonal 
lines do so in a direct way.  Squared lines in general do not cut through labels as much for a generation 
map that is wide (i.e., one that has many streams or children). 
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Separation between circles 
This controls the horizontal space between circles.  It is expressed in fractions of a diameter of a circle.  
The default is half a diameter of a circle.  If text is displayed in circles or if icons are displayed outside 
circles, the minimum horizontal space between circles is half a diameter of a circle. 
 
Zoom 
Use this to change the size of the circles and icons.  If circles are too small, you might not be able to see 
the icons within the circle if the resolution of your monitor is not high. 
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Tools menu 
 

 
 
Set user defaults 
This is the same window that came up the first time this program was run.  See the Running the 
generation mapping tool section above for an explanation. 
 
Summarize map 
This gives a summary of all churches and groups in the map.  A window displaying summary information 
for the whole map will be displayed. 
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Summarize stream 
Select the circle at the head of the stream that you want to summarize.  It does not have to be a first 
generation church.  The circle will be outlined in red.  Then, choose Taskbar / Tools / Summarize stream.  
A window displaying summary information for only that stream will be displayed. 
  

 
 

 
 
Utilities / Change church prefixes 
It is best if every generation map is created using a unique value for the prefix for each church id setting, 
but there is no system at this time to assure that will be the case.  So, while displaying a map it is 
possible you will try to import a .co9 file that has at least one church having the same church id as a 
church already displayed.  (For example, your map has a circle with church id ABC-1, and then you try to 
import a .co9 file having a church with id ABC-1).  If so, the import will be rejected because church ids 
must be unique.  
 
The Change church prefixes utility allows you to change church ids having a prefix to other characters.  It 
will not change church ids in the current map. It will ask you to choose a .co9 file and give you the 
church id prefixes in that .co9 file.  You will select one of those prefixes and type what it should become.  
(For example, you can change all ABC prefixes to XYZ.)  A new .co9 file with the modified church id 
prefixes will be created and saved in a destination file.  The destination file name will be displayed in the 
window. 
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Help menu 
 

 
 
Open user guide pdf should open the user guide in a pdf viewing program on your computer.  This is 
rather dependent on the configuration of your computer.  If it does not open, you can find this file in the 
gen-mapping folder.  
 
The About menu item shows the version of the generation mapping tool you are using. 
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6. FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) 
 
A. I do not see my PEIDs in the PEID Primary and PEID Secondary dropdown boxes.  How can I use 

PEIDs specific to my work? 
The file gen-mapping/data/peidSorted.csv stores PEIDs.  You can replace this file with a tab-
delimited file containing all PEID and PEID name pairs that you want for your cluster.  If you have 
trouble creating a peidSorted.csv file specific to what you need, email the person who gave you the 
program and ask for help.  You can also type a PEID number and name in the PEID text boxes. 
 

B. What is the difference between deleting a church and marking it not still existing? 
Deleting the church will make the circle disappear and its parent will inherit all its children.  Marking 
the church as not still existing will keep a grayed out circle in the map. 
 

C. Can you import more than one .co9 file into one map? 
Yes.  Church id’s must be unique, so if the second .co9 file you are importing has a church id that 
already exists in the map, the import of the second .co9 file will be rejected.  You can use Tools / 
Utilities / Change church prefixes (see above) to change the prefixes for a file.  You can then import 
the newly created file having new prefixes. 
In most cases it is wise to edit and save church data in the original .co9 file and import multiple .co9 
files for tallying of multiple streams, getting a picture of the broader work and doing analysis.   
 

D. Can this program be run on a portable device such as a tablet or phone? 
No, not at this time. 
 

E. Why does the tool have 13 characteristics of a healthy church instead of 12? 
Ordinances has been separated into Baptism and the Lord’s Supper. 

 
F. Some generation mapping techniques use five or nine functions of a church rather than thirteen 

characteristics.  Can the number of icons be changed?   
The program only supports the thirteen healthy church characteristics as listed in the Update Church 
Data window.   
 

G. Can the circle that represents a church be changed to another shape? 
At this time only a circle is used to represent a church.  There is a request to support other simple 
geometric shapes. 
 

H. How can I back up data? 
You can save the .co9 file in any folder you choose, but be sure the device is secure and encrypted.  It 
would be a good practice occasionally to send the .co9 file to your supervisor.  This allows the two of 
you to discuss churches in your map and also saves your file on another computer as a sort of backup.  
You also can attach a file to a PEID in CPPI. 
 

I. Can .co9 files be used by CPPI? 
CPPI does not directly use .co9 files.  You can attach a file to a PEID in CPPI.  It might be a good 
practice to attach your .co9 file to a PEID in CPPI if all or most of the circles have the same PEID.  The 
CPPI.csv file at this time is created as a demonstration of what might be possible. 
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J. I just installed the latest version of the generation mapping program.  Can this newer version use 
old .co9 files, and how can I open the .co9 file I used before installing this latest version of the 
program? 
Newer versions of the generation mapping program should open .co9 files created by older versions 
of the program.  Just use Taskbar / File / Import choosing the .co9 file that you want to import.   
 

K. Can I double click on a .co9 file to open it? 
No. 
 

L. Can I double click on a circle? 
Yes.  It will open the Update Church Data window for that circle. 

 
M. Are there a maximum number of circles that can be displayed in a map? 

Yes, but it is large.  The maximum number of circles is determined as a function of both the depth 
and breadth of each generation map.  The width of a map is limited.  If you try to import a .co9 file 
that exceeds the maximum width of a map, a window will pop up saying that the map is not reliable. 
You can lower the zoom factor and/or lower the separation between circles.  If the map is still too 
wide, a window will pop up saying that the map is too wide.   
Because the width is limited, it might be wise to keep streams that are totally unrelated in 
different .co9 files. 
 

N. How can I print the generation map? 
The program does not support printing of the generation map.  This feature has been requested but 
not implemented at this time.  You can print a worksheet for a single church using Taskbar / File / 
Print Worksheet.  You can also use Taskbar / File / Create image file of map to save a screen shot.  
Using an image processing program you might be able to print the screen shot image file. 

 


